




















TAG Racing International TM 

Engine Specification Sheet  

  
  

 
 

Carburetor 
 

 

 

 
 



X125T 125cc TaG 

1. Displacement 124.91 cm3 (Max. 125 cm3), Bore 53.90mm (Max 

54.07mm), Stroke 54.40mm. 

2. Cylinder Cylinder is of aluminium with iron liner. All ports must 

be of intended design, conforming to drawings supplied 

by manufacturer.  No modification or grinding permitted. 

3. Cylinder Head Cylinder head is aluminium and shall conform to drawing 

supplied by manufacturer.  No modification allowed. 

Cylinder head volume is measured using the standard 

procedure except for the following notes. 

1. The CIK cc tool is used(CIK Technical Drawing 6)

2. If using the LAD tool 11.0cc Min

4. Crankcase Crankcase is aluminium and shall conform to drawing 

supplied by manufacturer. 

5. Crankshaft and 

Conrod 

Crankshaft and conrod are of steel and shall be of original 

as supplied by original manufacturer.  Parts must conform 

to drawings supplied by manufacturer. No modification 

allowed. 

6. Piston Piston is aluminium, supplied by original manufacturer 

with manufacture's marking on dome and 

conforms to drawing supplied by manufacturer. No 

modification allowed. 

7. Piston Ring Must be magnetic material. 

8. Clutch Dry centrifugal in design, as supplied by original 

manufacturer as specified in manufacturer’s 

drawings. No modification allowed. 

9. Carburetor Senior -Tillotson HL-334A / HL-334AB,  

Master/Heavy - Tillotson HW-27A or Tryton 27HB  

No modification allowed.  Specifications included in 

drawing supplied by manufacturer. All parts to be as 

supplied with the following exceptions: 

1. Plastic cap may be Tillotson or IBEA equivalent no

modifications allowed 

2. The external brass fitting on the throttle linkage may be

changed but the 

throttle shaft, butterfly and butterfly screw must be stock 

as supplied. 

3. Only the top cover screws may be replaced all other

fasteners must be as 

supplied 

4. The only Induction Silencer adapters allowed are by



specification in manufacturer's drawing. 

5. A washer may be welded onto the original “Low jet” to

allow for easier 

adjustment. 

10. Inlet Silencer The induction silencer must comply with the dimensions 

shown in the drawing.  New CIK homologated airbox 

allowed. 

11. Spark Plug Spark Plug make is free.  The spark plug must retain the 

original washer and the body of the plu (electrodes not 

included).  When tightened on the cylinder head, must not 

extend beyond the upper part of the dome and combustion 

chamber. 

*The Spark Plug Boot is a NON-TECH item

12. Ignition PVL ignition at 15.5 max. RPM (with built in hourmeter).  

The orginal un-modified key must be installed in the 

keyway for the ignition.  Ignition mounting holes must be 

as supplied. 

13. Battery 12V battery - not supplied with engine, open 

manufacturer. 

14. Muffler/Header Must be supplied by original manufacturer - No 

modifications allowed. 

Junior header as shown - 29mm 

*Shim - 5mm shims are allowed to a max. of two shims

(10mm total). 

*Exhaust springs are a NON-Tech item.

15. Remaining Parts All parts to be original as supplied by the original 

manufacturer.  No grinding, polishing or modification of 

any part allowed.  Following exceptions: 

1.Radiator and Mounting Hardware is NON-TECH

2. Water Hoses and Clamps are NON-TECH

3. Data Acquisition Systems and installation of sensors is

considered NON-TECH 

NON-TECH The term "NON-TECH" shall mean that the item has no 

technical specifications.  Items that are deemed "NON-

TECH" can not be used to disqualify a competitor.  These 

items however must comply with any rules from the 

governing federation that are applicable. 

NOTE If you are unsure as to whether or not a "non-stock" or 

modified part can be used, ask the technical representative 

at the event.  If you are unable to get an answer then 

assume that you can not use it and the part in question 

must remain as a "stock" part as supplied by the original 

manufacturer. 
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